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Additive manufacturing at SMS group 
– philosophy and products
Additive Manufacturing is being exploited at breathtaking speed. Now design engineers are not 
restricted by any manufacturing constraints such as having to consider the geometry of the input 
stock, so can start out from the function the component is going to perform and can immediately 
examine the ‘printed’ result in the form of a real component. 

SMS group has already made great achievements in this challenging technological field and is 
well positioned for the future in terms of the technology, maximising its benefits and providing 
new products and related services for its customers.

A revolution in manufacturing is taking place. Additive 
Manufacturing (AM), or 3D printing as it is popularly 

known, is being exploited at breathtaking speed. AM 
means producing an object based on digital 3D design 
data by adding material layer by layer. For many years 
SMS group has been very active in this field with a young 
and dedicated R&D team advancing and promoting this 
innovative technology within the company. The team 
does not limit its activities to investigating which new 
and optimised components could possibly be produced 
by AM, members also dedicate a great deal of their time 
to introducing a new way of thinking in the company’s 
design and engineering departments. 

A further role of the project team is to communicate 
the knowhow and the potential and benefits of AM 
within the SMS group. We organise design workshops for 
SMS engineers and are in direct contact with the design 
departments and do not miss out on any opportunity to 
share information about AM with our colleagues so that 
they can see the great potential it provides.  

As a manufacturer of plant and machinery for the steel 
and non-ferrous metals industries, SMS group focuses on 
components made primarily of metallic materials because 
the machines and equipment are subjected to extremely 
high loads during operation. With AM, however, we are 
not restricted by any manufacturing constraints. We do 
not have to consider the geometry of the input stock, eg, 
a forging blank, or the specific requirements posed by 
machining processes such as milling or drilling, therefore 
we can start out from the function the component is going 
to perform. 

We adopt a creative technological approach to designing 
and can develop the ‘perfect’ shape for the product 
function. For instance, we have stopped thinking in terms 
of rectangular, machined bores in cooling channels as AM 
designs can be produced with the optimum profile. 
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The project team has already implemented a great 
number of innovative solutions, which impressively 
demonstrate what advantages AM processes provide. 

The most important benefits include: 
`  Significant weight reduction of dynamically actuated 

components
`  Functional features are directly manufactured into the 

part during the 3D printing process
`  Improvement of energy efficiency as a result of 

optimised flow patterns and minimised weight
`  Dramatically shortened delivery periods
`  Possibility to produce products virtually anywhere in 

the world
`  Customised solutions.

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES
The number of AM techniques available today is quite 
large, however, for the time being two main techniques 
are commonly used for plant and heavy machinery 
applications.
Selective laser melting in a powder bed  In selective 
laser melting, high-purity homogeneous metal powder is 
selectively melted by a laser, layer by layer at robotically 
controlled defined positions. In this way, the component is 
gradually built up to produce the finished object. With the 
powder bed technique it is possible to produce components 
of complex and hitherto unprecedented structures, which 
would not be feasible by conventional processes.

For plastics-based components, the selective laser 
sintering (SLS) process is available. This technique is very 
similar to the powder bed process using metals, the basic 
difference being that it uses a special plastic powder 
instead of metal. 
Laser melting deposition process (LMD) In laser 
metal deposition, metallic powder or wire is fed via nozzles 
and melted by lasers at defined spots. The unit that 
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accommodates the laser and the nozzle may be actuated 
by a robot. Laser metal deposition achieves high build-up 
rates, but it is more limited than selective laser melting in 
terms of ‘fineness’.

AM EXAMPLES AT SMS
Spray heads for forging plants A very impressive 
example of the use of AM parts is the spray heads for 
cooling and lubricating the dies in drop forging plants. 

A forging press cycle is:
`  Loading
`  Pressing
`  Ejecting
`  Cooling

The forging press opens after each stroke. Die contact 
has to be kept as short as possible in order to minimise 
thermal stresses and speed up the onward movement of 
the work piece. Die cooling has to be performed during 
this extremely short time window therefore it is essential 
that the spray head reaches its operating position as 
rapidly as possible. 

The arms carrying the spray heads have to be moveable 
in such a way that cooling can be accomplished extremely 
quickly between the forging strokes, while minimising 
cooling of the work piece. Additionally, the arms have to 
be of a very sturdy design and easily accessible to facilitate 
spray head replacement. These requirements make die 
cooling and lubrication extremely challenging processes, 
especially with the design of conventional spray heads. 

These are characterised (see Figure 1) by the following 
attributes:
`  In certain presses, up to four spray heads are needed
`  They are manufactured from solid metal components
`  They are expensive
`  Significant manufacturing effort is involved in drilling 

the channels that distribute the cooling and lubrication 
fluids within the spray head

`  Sometimes they feature fluid channels running with 
sharp rectangular turns which can lead to particles 
such as scale accumulating in the channels

`  One head typically weighs between 2kg and 15kg
`  Malfunctions in the press may damage the dies
`  In order to allow the heavy spray heads to be retracted 

and moved out quickly and accurately, the head 
carrying arms have to be of very sturdy design.

The experts of SMS group were not happy with this 
situation and so began studying the potential of AM at 
a very early stage. Drop forged parts come in all kinds 
of shapes, and die cooling and lubrication have to be 
adapted to the shapes of the dies. This means that the 
spray nozzles have to be in the correct position and  r Fig 3 New spray head in operation

r Fig 2 New spray heads (made from plastics 
or metal)

r Fig 1 Standard spray head in operation
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the spray angle and impact have to be adjusted to meet 
the specific requirements of the die. As the spray heads 
have to accommodate the layout required by the die 
shape, their design varies considerably. 

SMS group R&D activities have brought about 
revolutionary results, developing a new generation of 
spray heads has developed a process capable of producing 
these new spray heads by 3D printing from either plastic 
or metal. This groundbreaking solution is significantly less 
costly for the press operators and the new spray heads 
(see Figure 2) weigh only one-tenth of conventional ones, 
significantly reducing the wear of the head carrying arm. 

Another key advantage for the operator is the possibility 
of producing customised spray heads on demand, ie, spare 
heads are available in virtually no time, without incurring 
the high costs of keeping them physically in stock. It also 
allows operators to easily redesign and optimise the spray 
heads for a specific application. Figure 3 shows the new 
sprays in operation.

SMS group is already developing weight-saving designs 
for supporting arms operating at higher actuation 
speeds. This patent-pending technology is currently 
the most easy-to-use method to design a spray head 
for drop forging presses. Without any modification of 
the geometry, this component can be manufactured in 
plastics or metal (aluminum or stainless steel). The new 
spray heads are designed by means of smart computer 
software. Based on the nozzle positions, the software 
fully automatically computes the optimal spray head 
geometry for the 3D printer.

Commercial use  Formal market launch is expected 
soon.  The spray heads have passed field testing and have 
been successfully used under plant operating conditions. 
In these applications, most of the connections of existing 
cooling systems could be reused so minimising retrofitting 
issues. Spray heads made of polyamide performed perfectly, 
reaching a maximum temperature of approximately 
50°C during continuous operation. During a test at our 
customer, Bharat Forge in Germany, a temperature of only 
14°C was measured. This low temperature is due partly 
to the constant cooling effect by the compressed air used 
for scale removal and partly due to the specific process in 
place at that facility, which makes it extremely unlikely for 
the spray heads to touch the red-hot work piece.

For Bharat Forge, the spray head was specifically designed 
to allow switching between water and a graphite-based 
spraying fluid. The nozzles can be switched closed, which 
guarantees that no unwanted fluid leaks out. All the 
controls are compressed-air actuated.

Bharat Forge intends to establish it as standard 
equipment at the site. Benefits include:
`  The spraying pattern is much more homogeneous

`  The dies are cleaner and fluid consumption is lower
`  Handling is easier than with the conventionally 

manufactured spray heads
`  Accumulations of material which frequently occurred 

inside the conventional spray heads, have not been 
found. This is due to the flow-optimised design of the 
fluid channels.

In order to guarantee a long service life of the plastic 
spray heads, under certain operating conditions it may be 
necessary to program dedicated protective measures that 
will be triggered by the process control system in the event 
of a failure. Should parts remain in the dies as a result 
of a failure, an air curtain will be activated, cooling the 
surroundings for about 60 seconds without producing a 
cooling effect on the dies. In the event of stickers (forgings 
that have got stuck in the upper die), the spray heads 
are immediately removed from the forging area to avoid 
contact with the forgings.

FUTURE, INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENTS
As spray heads are integral parts of the cooling and 
lubrication systems in drop forging plants the technology 
needs to be integrated into the overall system, in order to 
achieve maximum efficiency. Three higher-level aspects and 
harmonised design will be the focus of developments.

Automation The lightweight spray heads can be 
automatically placed in the correct position in fractions of 
a second by way of a linear movement. All spray heads 
will be connected to the cooling system via a standardised 
terminal board which will makes the replacement of a 
spray head extremely easy and fast.

Spraying system The spraying system consists of the 
tank, valves and the supply lines for all required media. 
It handles all switching operations which can be used to 
fully exploit the potential of the new technology, ie, the 
possibility of switching on and off individual nozzles at 
very short intervals and provide optimal die cooling, while 
saving on spray fluids. The latter is a unique feature of the 
new spray heads. By switching individual nozzles quickly 
on and off, it is even possible to create a sweeping effect. 
Quick-response valves guarantee direct switching of the 
valves via dedicated control signals, and sensors feed 
back information about the conditions inside the press. 
This information may also be used to optimise the control 
process. 

Controls The simple, vision-based controls adjust to 
the current product and optimise the spray pattern or 
spraying situation in a fraction of a second during running 
operation. The customer may choose between a spray head 
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made of plastics or metal. If the plastic version is used, it 
is recommended that a circuit breaker be implemented to 
protect the spray head in the event of a failure. This function 
is already included in the SMS system as standard. 

It is planned to also print current-conducting elements 
and sensors. This will make it possible to actuate the 
valves electrically and generate condition messages of 
the systems. The gained added value and the potential 
for process optimisation make the 3D-printed spraying 
system for drop forging operations a technology ready 
for Industry 4.0. By integrating thermosensors, it will 
become possible to obtain an exact thermal image of the 
product during forging and a clear documentation of the 
production process, which in principle can also be used to 
react to changing conditions in real time.

OTHER EXAMPLES OF AM PRODUCTS AT SMS
Annular gap nozzles  In a copper wire rod mill, annular 
gap nozzles are used for wire cooling and water removal. 
The conventional component consisted of six parts and 
the air gap adjustment required the use of a shim, and 
setting up and properly adjusting the component involved 
a great effort by our customer. 

Our task was twofold: first, the component design was 
to be simplified and second, the adjustment was to be 
accomplishable without the aid of a shim. We produced 
a nozzle by AM which requires only 35mm of installation 
space – versus the previous 65mm – weighs only 0.85kg 
instead of 2.5kg and is of a monolithic design that does 
not require preassembly or adjustment of the nozzle prior 
to its installation (see Figure 4).

The new nozzles are already successfully in operation 
at BIRLA COPPER in India (see Figure 5). They are less 
noisy than the previous ones and meet or even exceed all 
performance specifications. As we have manufactured the 
nozzles from a high-strength, wear-resistant material, they 
can remain in service much longer than their predecessors.

A new roll cooling header for wire rod mills featuring 
a contour-adapted design with integrated nozzles 
has been performing excellently. By using Alumide, a 
blend of aluminum powder and polyamide powder, the 
new component is now lighter and cheaper than the 
conventional solution. A comparison between the two is 
shown in Figure 6 and the installed header is shown in 
Figure 7.
EAF steelmaking We have been able to reduce the 
size of the SIS (SMS Injection System) injectors used for 
fuel and oxygen injection in steel melting by 60%. The 
injectors also now come in one piece compared to eight 
individual parts previously. A section through an injector 
is shown in Figure 8, illustrating its complexity.
Tube manufacture  Tube welding plants made by 
SMS group will in future be able to produce tubes with 

r Fig 5 Installation of the nozzle at BIRLA COPPER

r Fig 6 Conventional and AM roll cooling headers

r Fig 4 Individual nozzles
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diameters down to 355mm (14in) or even less. This is 
the result of a hybrid design combining additive and 
conventional manufacturing so that the oil rings for the 
expanders can be made smaller without compromising 
their performance capacity. An example is shown in 
Figure 9.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The activities and projects mentioned above illustrate 
the direction in which AM is heading. There are several 
driving forces. Design engineers can now avail themselves 
of ‘printers’ to print the parts they design and immediately 
examine the result in the form of a real component. 
Digital 3D design coupled with robotics and ever more 
sophisticated printers are responding to the growing 
demand for AM components. This, in turn, is spurring the 
development in printer technology, for instance, the first 
hybrid machines combining AM and milling are already 
available on the market.

SMS group has already made great achievements in 
this challenging technological field and is well positioned 
for the future in terms of the technology, maximising its 
benefits and providing new products and related services 
for its customers. MS

Nina Uppenkamp, Robert Banse, Sarah Hornickel 
and Axel Roßbach are with SMS group GmbH, 
Mönchengladbach, Germany

CONTACT: thilo.sagermann@sms-group.com

r Fig 7 Installed roll cooling header

r Fig 9 Hybrid design of the oil ring

r Fig 8 Section through an SIS injector


